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CÓ ĐÁP ÁN NĂM 2019 - 2020

I. Odd one out which underlined part is pronounced differently in each

line (1pt)

1. A. glad B. blame C. clap D. flag

2. A. creamy B. steak C. sneaky D. speak

3. A. laughed B. looked C. played D. watched

4. A. fear B. hear C. clear D. bear

II. Circle the word with a different stress pattern from the others. (0.5pt)

1. A. historic B. domestic C. informal D. chemical

2. A. kangaroo B. employee C. popularity D. preparation

III. Give the correct tense form of the verb in bracket (2pts)

1. Last night, when I (go) ________________, my children (sleep) ________________.

2. They (go) ________________home after they (finish) ________________their work

yesterday.

3. The film (start) _________ at 8:00 tonight. Would you like (come) _________ with us?

4. Mrs. Loan (teach) ________________ English for more than 10 years.
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5. Earth (hold) ________________ by the gravity of the sun and orbits around it.

IV. Give the correct form of the word in bracket (2pts)

1. This river will soon become ________________ if the people here keep dumping waste

into it. (POLLUTION)

2. Scientists say that exhaust fumes are______________ our city. (POISON)

3. Are all types of pollutions __________________ to the health of humans and animals.

(HARM)

4. The _________________ of lakes, rivers, oceans or underwater causes water pollution.

(CONTAMINATE)

V. Complete the passage with suitable word from the box (2pts)

destructive historical so like

also to areas flow

When a volcano erupts, hot gases and melted rock from deep within Earth find their way up

to the surface. This material may (1)_______ slowly out of a crack in the ground, or it may

explode suddenly into the air. Volcanic eruption is may be very (2)__________. But they

can (3)____________- create new landforms.

Of the nearly 1,900 volcanoes active today, or known to have been active in (4)

______times, about ninety per cent can be found in the (5)_________ of South America,

North America, Asia, and Oceania that are close (6)________ the Pacific Ocean. When

marked Oti a mapofthe world, this line of volcanoes looks a bit (7)________ a vast. open

circle. For this (8)___________ it is known as the ring of fire.
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VI. Rewrite these sentences so that the meaning stays the same as the

first one (2pts)

1. Global warming has caused many natural disasters.

=> Natural disasters ........................................................................................

2. It is Tan’s 15th birthday next week.

=> Tan will ................................................................................................

3. The noise from the music club is loud, so the residents of the street cannot sleep.

Because

of ………………………………………………………………………………………….

4. The soil is poisoned because farmers use too many pesticides and herbicides.

If ………………………………………………………………………………………………

…..

VII. Make up sentences using the words and phrases given (0.5pt)

1. If/ sun/ shine/ ,/ we/ walk/ to/ mountain/.

............................................................................................................................

2. Both/ English/ and/ French/ official/ language/ in Canada/.

...........................................................................................................................
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I. Odd one out which underlined part is pronounced differently in each

line (1pt)

1 - B; 2 - B; 3 - C; 4 - D;

II. Circle the word with a different stress pattern from the others. (0.5pt)

1 - D; 2 - B;

III. Give the correct tense form of the verb in bracket (2pts)

1 - went - were sleeping;

2 - went - had finished;

3 - starts - to come;

4 - have taught;

5 - is held;

IV. Give the correct form of the word in bracket (2pts)

1 - polluted; 2 - poisoning; 3 - harm; 4 - contamination;

V. Complete the passage with suitable word from the box (2pts)

1 - flow; 2 - destructive; 3 - also; 4 - historical

5 - areas; 6 - to; 7 - like; 8 - so;
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VI. Rewrite these sentences so that the meaning stays the same as the

first one (2pts)

1 - Natural disasters have been caused by global warming.

2 - Tan will be fifteen years old next week.

3 - Because of the noise from the music club, the residents of the street cannot sleep.

4 - If farmers didn't use too many pesticides and herbicides, The soil would not be poisoned.

VII. Make up sentences using the words and phrases given (0.5pt)

1 - If the sun shines, we will walk to the mountain.

2 - Both English and French are official language in Canada.
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